Time Tracking That Gets Results
stratustime®

Support Your Strategy
Are you spending valuable time tracking employee hours with outdated, inefficient
technology? If so, you could be compromising the long-term success of your business. By
implementing a time and attendance solution, you can save time, improve payroll accuracy,
and ultimately save money.
Residing in the cloud for real-time data access, stratustime gives you visibility and control over
your labor costs, which can help drive tangible increases in savings, output, and performance.

Manager Dashboards
Equip managers and supervisors
with real-time data, analytics, and
key performance indicator tracking.
Analyze performance trends and
identify patterns to help predict
operational needs.

Employee Dashboard
Empower employees with easy tools to record time,
transfer departments, check schedules, and view
time-off balances and requests.

Drag-and-Drop
Visual Scheduling
Work quickly and efficiently with
color-coded drag-and-drop
scheduling. Breaks and meals can
be added based on your company
pay policies.

Record Time Accurately
Time Recording Options
Offer employees punch-in options that fit your business, including touch-screen HID and biometric
clocks, a tablet kiosk app, web punch, and an interactive voice response system.

Go Mobile
stratustime App
Employees can punch in, punch out, or transfer
between assignments via their mobile devices with an
easy-to-use application.

Geolocation
Receive confirmation on where your mobile employees
punch in or out. With geolocation, an employee’s
geographic position is recorded with their punch, even
from a remote location. When clicked, the pin icon in
their time card entry displays a map showing when and
where they punched.

Geofencing
Prevent employees from punching in or out outside of
designated areas.

Mobile Website
Go beyond mobile punch with powerful features from
your tablet or smartphone. While employees can use
the mobile site to clock in and out, employers can view
schedules, approve and adjust time cards, manage
time-off requests, review an activity summary on the
account, and process mass edits for quick and efficient
updates.

Create Efficiencies
Time-Off Management

Job Costing and Labor Distribution

Easily review, submit, and approve time-off requests
with calendar sharing. View multiple schedules
simultaneously to ensure appropriate staffing.

Determine how resources and time are spent with
greater precision. Enable employees to clock in under
their applicable labor assignments to keep hours and
project costs correctly allocated.

Time Card Management
View and edit time cards with just a few clicks.

Proactive Alert Messaging
Send and receive timely notifications based on
automated custom triggers.

Additional Options*
Forecasting

Advanced Scheduling

Pay employees for a full pay period before it actually
ends. You can predict how many hours employees
will work based on their schedules or average hours
worked, and then easily reconcile the difference in
actual hours worked with the next pay period.

View schedules on a weekly basis, schedule
shifts by organizational unit or employee group,
set capacity requirements per shift, assign
employees to shifts, and review scheduled shift
capacities with color-coded representation.

Leave Tracking

With the module’s Shift Swapping feature, you’ll be able
to provide access for your employees to view other
employee schedules, post their scheduled shifts, and
request or pick up available shifts. You’ll also be able to
access employee and manager actions 24/7 on your
computer or mobile device, and have the ability to give
the manager control or fully automate shift requests.

Stay up-to-date on employees’ leave balances and
receive automated alerts when they’re scheduled to
return to work. Plus, you can manage time-off accruals
while employees are out of the office.

Employee Points Tracking
Clearly document attendance infractions based on
your company’s policies and easily notify employees of
issues through automated warning messages.

Budgeting

Learn more:

Keep tabs on your staffing budget in real time. As you
assign employees to shifts, a dynamic chart displays
whether your budget is over, under, or right on target.
Live feedback means you can make cost-saving
changes on the fly.

Give us a call:
800.561.6366

Visit us on the web:
7/14/17

www.nettimesolutions.com

*Additional costs apply. Contact your sales representative for more information.

